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The modern development of complex Earth system models forces developers to take into

account not only the computational efficiency, but also the performance of the data input and

output. This work evaluates the data output performance of the INM RAS Earth system model and

optimizes its weak points. The output operations were found to be surprisingly slow on the Cray

XC40-LC supercomputer compared to the results obtained on the INM RAS cluster. To identify

the bottleneck, the computational time, the distributed data gathering time, and the file system

output time were measured separately. The distributed data gathering time was the cause of the

slowdown on the Cray XC40-LC, so optimizations were made to the gathering routines without

any additional rework of the existing output code. The optimizations resulted in a significant

reduction in the overall model running time on the Cray XC40-LC, while the gathering time itself

was reduced by a factor of 102–103. The results highlight the importance of optimizing the output

performance in Earth system models.

Keywords: Earth system model, INMCM6, MPI, data gathering, derived types, manual pack-

ing, Cray.

Introduction

The horizontal resolution in Earth system models (ESMs) has been increasing for the past

two decades. In Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3), the typical hor-

izontal resolution was 250 km in the atmosphere and 150 km in the ocean models, while in

CMIP6 this increased to 125 km and 75 km respectively [7]. In HighResMIP horizontal resolu-

tion is 50 km in the atmosphere model and 25 km in the ocean model, reaching eddy-permitting

scale [11]. Between CMIP5 and CMIP6, including HighResMIP, the number of vertical levels

in the atmosphere and ocean models nearly doubled [7]. Global models with finer grids capture

more aspects of the circulation of the atmosphere with upper stratosphere and ocean, resolving

more physical processes explicitly instead of parameterizing them.

Not only the spatial resolution of ESMs increases, but also does the complexity and range

of described processes. For the last 4 decades aerosols, carbon cycle, dynamical vegetation,

atmospheric chemistry and land ice have extended [16] the typical components of ESMs, which

previously were only atmosphere, land, ocean and sea ice. Each ESM component produces more

diagnostic information that can be used for applications.

Another modern trend is seamless weather-climate prediction approach [12], which means

using one ESM to forecast on different timescales. This seamless approach forces the ESMs to

support different frequency of output ranging from daily and monthly (climate scale) to hourly,

allowing to capture diurnal cycle and predict extreme precipitation events well.

An increase in grid resolution and complexity of ESMs together with modern application

ESMs for weather prediction leads to increase in amount of output data, including model results,
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diagnostics, and intermediate variables, which need to be stored. Writing and saving this massive

amount of data can degrade the overall performance and scalability of the model [1, 2].

INM RAS Earth system model (INMCM) is a global climate model. Two versions of the INM

RAS Earth system model – INMCM5 [27, 28] and INMCM48 [29] – participate in the CMIP6 [9]

and show good results [6]. INMCM5 is capable of simulating the present-day climate [27, 28],

as well as its changes in 1850–2014 [23]. Moreover, INMCM5 simulates extreme climate and

weather phenomena well [14, 19, 30]. Following the seamless approach, new systems of long-

range [8, 15, 20, 33–35] and decadal [13, 31, 32] weather forecast based on the INMCM5 have

been developed and have successfully completed operational testing at the Hydrometcenter of

Russia.

The INM RAS Earth system model is constantly evolving, and the first version of the new

model generation called INMCM6 has recently been released [22]. Following the world trends

in climate modelling mentioned above, during the further INMCM6 development [18] we intend

to supplement the model with new components, such as atmosphere chemistry, land nitrogen

cycle, dynamical vegetation, methane cycle, ocean biochemistry. We also consider the version

with spatial resolution of 1◦ in the atmosphere and 0.25◦ in the ocean as the primary candidate

to participate in CMIP7 and a basis for the next version of long range weather forecast system.

That means that output operations can become a bottleneck for INMCM too.

In this paper we evaluate the INMCM data output performance on two HPC systems and

determine the weak points. We optimize the weak points without redesigning the output system

from scratch. After that we give some insights on future evolution of INMCM output subsystem.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 1 provides an overview of the INM

RAS climate model and the HPC systems used for numerical experiments. Section 2 describes

the methodology of measurements and presents the output performance and its scalability.

Section 3 explains the changes we made to optimize the output. Section 4 presents the effect

of optimizations applied to the INMCM output. Finally, the conclusions summarize the results

and highlight the future steps.

1. Materials and Methods

1.1. INM RAS Earth System Model

There is a family of INM RAS Earth system model versions with different spatial and

temporal resolutions and different sets of included modules. Basically, INMCM consists of two

models: the atmosphere model with interactive aerosol [24] and land surface [25, 26] modules and

the ocean model [21] with sea ice dynamics and thermodynamics module [36, 37]. The aerosol

module describes the evolution of the 10 substances concentrations. The sea ice dynamics and

thermodynamics module describes sea ice with the elastic-viscous-plastic rheology with a single

gradation of thickness.

The atmosphere model is based on the system of the hydrothermodynamic equations with

hydrostatic approximation in advective form. The atmosphere general circulation model uses

a semi-implicit integration scheme that requires solving an auxiliary Helmholtz-type equation

at each dynamical step. The current version uses a fast Fourier transform based algorithm and

requires global data transposing for its parallel implementation [10].

The ocean model solves a set of large-scale hydrothermodynamic equations with hydrostatic

and Boussinesq approximations. The ocean model step consists of several stages. Two most com-
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putationally demanding – an isopycnal diffusion and dissipation of the horizontal components of

velocity – have recently been optimized [4, 5]. The other one is the barotropic adaptation because

it requires solving a system of three implicitly discretized equations for the velocity components

and the sea level. This system is solved [21] iteratively using GMRES with the block ILU(0)

preconditioner from the PETSc [3] package.

The atmosphere and the ocean general circulation models and the aerosol module are imple-

mented as coupled distributed applications that exchange data using MPI library. The aerosol

module works on the same grid as the atmosphere model and uses the same size of MPI com-

municator.

In the study we use two versions from the up-to-date INM RAS Earth system model gener-

ation INMCM6 [22] – INMCM6LM and INMCM6M.

The horizontal resolution of the INMCM6LM atmosphere model is 2◦×1.5◦ in longitude and

latitude. The time step in the atmosphere dynamic core is 3 minutes for this spatial resolution.

INMCM6M atmosphere model has the horizontal resolution of 1.25◦ × 1◦ in longitude and

latitude, and its atmosphere dynamic core does 32 steps per hour resulting in 1.88 minute time

step.

The vertical resolution of the atmoshpere model is the same for INMCM6LM and IN-

MCM6M. There are 73 vertical σ-levels with the resolution in the stratosphere about 500 m. The

ocean general circulation model is also the same and has a horizontal resolution of 0.5◦×0.25◦ in

longitude and latitude and 40 vertical σ-levels. The time step in the ocean model is 12 minutes.

In the current INMCM implementation the most output is produced by the atmosphere

model and is written by the atmosphere root process sequentially. In this paper we focus on

atmosphere model output because ocean model output is limited only to monthly averaged

fields. The set of atmosphere output fields includes the prognostic variables, the land surface

parameters such as soil water and temperature, snow water equivalent, surface and radiative

flux components. The output is grouped by both type (2D or 3D) and periodicity of writing.

The atmosphere component output properties are summarized in Tab. 1. For INMCM6LM

nlat = 120, nlon = 180, for INMCM6M nlat = 180, nlon = 288. For both model versions

nplevs = 26, nslevs = 73.

Table 1. Output of INMCM atmosphere component

Group name Number of fields Periodicity Size of one field Type

dyz 17 1 per 24h nplevs× nlat 2D

dxy 71 1 per 24h nlat× nlon 2D

dxyz 7 1 per 24h nplevs× nlat× nlon 3D

dxys 10 1 per 24h nslevs× nlat× nlon 3D

6h 44 4 per 24h nlat× nlon 2D

3h 37 8 per 24h nlat× nlon 2D

1h 2 24 per 24h nlat× nlon 2D

1.2. HPC Systems

The INMCM output performance was studied using two following high performance com-

puting systems.
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The first is a Cray XC40-LC massively parallel supercomputer installed at the Main Com-

puter Center of Federal Service for Hydrometeorology and Environmental Monitoring. The Cray

XC40-LC consists of 976 compute nodes interconnected via the Cray’s proprietary Aries net-

work. Each node has 128 Gb of RAM and two Intel Xeon E5-2697v4 processors with 18 CPU

cores and 45 Mb of Intel Smart Cache per processor. The total number of computational cores

is 35136. This supercomputer uses Lustre 3.2 distributed file system.

The second is the INM RAS cluster installed at the Marchuk Institute of Numerical Mathe-

matics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. This HPC system has 36 compute nodes connected

by a single Mellanox EDR MSB7800 InfiniBand with up to 100 Gb/s bandwidth. Each node has

two 20-core Intel Xeon Gold 6230v2 processors with 27.5 Mb of Intel Smart Cache per processor.

The total number of available CPU cores is 1440. Each compute node has 256 Gb of RAM. The

main storage is a RAID6 drive shared with computing nodes using NFS4 via 1Gb/s network.

The main differences between the HPC systems used are the number and performance of

CPU cores (newer cores on the INM RAS cluster), the interconnect used and the file system type.

We use slightly different versions of Intel compilers to compile and build INMCM: 19.1.2.254 on

the Cray XC40-LC and 19.1.3.304 on the INM RAS cluster. The compilation optimization flags

are the same on both HPC systems, -O3 for the atmosphere model and aerosol module and -O2

for the ocean model. MPI library implementations were different across the systems: Intel MPI

2019.9.304 was used on the INM RAS cluster, and Cray MPICH 7.7.16 was used on the Cray

XC40-LC.

2. Analysis of INM RAS Earth System Model Output

Performance

In [17] we evaluated the INMCM6M performance on the same two HPC systems and found

its scalability as satisfying. However, these measurements were carried out with only monthly

data output enabled. When the model was operated on Cray XC40-LC in production mode we

observed huge slowdown unless the output is disabled. This fact drew our attention to the INM

RAS Earth system model output performance.

Table 2. List of used INMCM configurations

MPI processes INMCM6M MPI processes INMCM6LM

ATM Cray XC40-LC INM RAS ATM Cray XC40-LC

84 � � 36 �
120 � � 60 �
144 � � 72 �
180 � � 84 �
240 � � 120 �
288 � � 240 �
312 � 270 �
360 � �
432 �
540 �
720 �
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We carried out a range of time measuring experiments for INMCM6M and INMCM6LM

with full output of atmosphere component enabled. All INMCM simulations are performed under

the conditions of the CMIP6 piControl scenario [9]. All forcings are fixed at conditions of the

year of 1850. All simulations last for 1 model month. The configurations of the experiments are

summarized in Tab. 2. All configurations are chosen so that the running time is determined by

the atmosphere model [17].

To analyze the output performance we added special tracing calls to all output subroutines.

Each call appends current MPI Wtime along with a small text message to an in-memory log.

Since all output is done on the root MPI process, all time measurements were also done only on

the root process.

At the end of the program the tracing log is flushed to a file, minimizing runtime tracing

overhead. In any case, the overhead is not significant since we add tracing calls manually and

only for those subroutines that are involved in producing output. When the tracing log file is

produced by the program, an extra postprocessing step is necessary to extract all timings from

the log and aggregate them by specific code regions.

After the initial code analysis we have divided the whole atmosphere code flow into three

major parts: work – the computation process itself; gather – collecting the output data on the

root process; write – writing the collected data to the file system.

2.1. INMCM6M

The results shown in Fig. 1 for INM RAS cluster and Cray XC40-LC are quite different.

On the INM RAS cluster the running time is determined by the work and write part with the

gather part being negligible. The work time reduces when the number of used MPI processes

increases. The write part remains almost constant, which agrees with the fact that all output is

done by a single process. The gather time increases, but remains under 3% of the total running

time.
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(a) On the Cray XC40-LC (b) On the INM RAS cluster

Figure 1. INMCM6M running wall time against the number of MPI processes for the atmosphere

component

In contrast, on the Cray XC40-LC the gather time grows very quickly, preventing any

speedup when the number of processes increases. Starting from 180 atmosphere processes con-

figuration, the model spends most of its running time gathering output data.

The computational times (work) on both systems are in good agreement. The output writing

on the INM RAS cluster is slower by 2.5–3 times, which can be explained by using a high

performance distributed file system on Cray XC40-LC.
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of time spent in gathering different output field types on a

timeline. Most of the time is consumed by gathering daily 3D output on σ-levels. All gather-

ing operations except for the dyz and 1h output data are taking considerable amount of time

compared to the actual computation time.
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Figure 2. INMCM6M wall time distribution on the Cray XC40-LC for each model hour using

720 MPI processes for the atmosphere component. The wall time axis is in logarithmic scale

Figure 3 demonstrates that for the Cray XC40-LC the gathering time scales as the square of

the number of involved MPI processes, while on the INM RAS cluster it remains sublinear. For

all output except for the dyz the gathering is done from all of the processes, but for dyz output

it is done only along one meridian. Gathering of dyz is fast enough, so we will not consider it

further.
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Figure 3. INMCM6M gathering time for different types of fields against the number of MPI

processes for the atmosphere component

2.2. INMCM6LM

We have also studied how output affects the running time of the INMCM6LM, which has

coarser horizontal resolution than INMCM6M. Its performance on Cray XC40-LC is similar to

INMCM6M and is presented in Fig. 4. The gathering time is negligible when all processes share

the same computational node (the first configuration) and grows quickly when the atmosphere

component uses several nodes.
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Figure 4. INMCM6LM running wall time and gathering time against the number of MPI pro-

cesses for the atmosphere component

2.3. Details of Model Output

INM RAS Earth system model uses arrays that are distributed along the longitude and the

latitude directions. Each process allocates a part of the array including halo zone for exchanges

with neighbors. The root process, which has rank 0, allocates the array as full, but uses only a

part of it, except for the output. When an output of a distributed array is needed, the array is

gathered on the root process.

All output routines consist of gathering data and writing it to the file system. The outline

of their implementation is given in Listing 1. For 3D arrays the subroutine Gather2D is called

inside a loop over vertical coordinate.

Algorithm 1 Output a distributed field

procedure Output2D(A, record)

Gather2D(A)

if myrank = 0 then

f ← OpenFile(. . . )

WriteFile(f, record,A)

CloseFile(f)

end if

end procedure

procedure Output3D(A, record)

for k = 1, . . . , nk do

Gather2D(A(:, :, k))

end for

if myrank = 0 then

f ← OpenFile(. . . )

WriteFile(f, record,A)

CloseFile(f)

end if

end procedure

Gathering of a 2D distributed array is done in a straightforward linear algorithm given in

Listing 2. For clarity the MPI Type commit and MPI Type free calls are omitted.

There is no clear understanding why such implementation of Gather2D leads to O(nproc2)

time complexity observed on Cray XC40-LC. One possible explanation is: the 2D arrays are quite

small, even for high resolution version the whole 2D array is only 200 kB and each process owns

and sends less than 1 kB. All these messages are sent without blocking the sending part of the

communication and are quickly delivered to the root process receiving queue, flooding it with

O(nproc) messages. After that the root process needs to repeatedly scan the queue looking for

a message from a certain rank, resulting in O(nproc2) complexity.
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Algorithm 2 Gathering of a distributed 2D array

procedure Gather2D(A) . A – a distributed 2D array

Require: A(ib : ie, jb : je) – elements owned by the current process

if myrank = 0 then

for rank = 1, . . . , nprocs− 1 do

i′b, i
′
e, j
′
b, j
′
e ← Domain(rank) . elements owned by rank

type←MPI Type vector(A(i′b : i′e, j
′
b : j′e))

MPI Recv(A(i′b, j
′
b), 1, type, rank, tag, comm)

end for

else

type←MPI Type vector(A(ib : ie, jb : je))

MPI Send(A(ib, jb), 1, type, 0, tag, comm)

end if

end procedure

3. Output Optimization

Previously we have shown that output time is dominated by distributed arrays gathering

time. Therefore it is sufficient to optimize the gathering routines without any additional rework

of the existing output code.

3.1. Gathering 3D Fields

The original implementation of 3D output is inefficient: it repeatedly gathers rather small

2D arrays. So we made a special subroutine for gathering 3D arrays that transfers whole 3D parts

instead of slicing them. We introduced an extra 3D derived MPI type that combines all 2D slices

into a single datatype. The implementation is given in Listing 3.

Algorithm 3 Gathering of a distributed 3D array

procedure Gather3D(A) . A – a distributed 3D array

Require: A(ib : ie, jb : je, 1 : nk) – elements owned by the current process

if myrank = 0 then

for rank = 1, . . . , nprocs− 1 do

i′b, i
′
e, j
′
b, j
′
e ← Domain(rank) . elements owned by rank

slice←MPI Type vector(A(i′b : i′e, j
′
b : j′e))

type←MPI Type hvector(nk, 1, sizeof(A(:, :, 1)), slice)

MPI Recv(A(i′b, j
′
b, 1), 1, type, 0, tag, comm)

end for

else

slice←MPI Type vector(A(ib : ie, jb : je))

type←MPI Type hvector(nk, 1, sizeof(A(:, :, 1)), slice)

MPI Send(A(ib, jb), 1, type, 0, tag, comm)

end if

end procedure
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3.2. Gathering 2D Fields

The MPI library has builtin collective call MPI Gatherv that is capable of gathering a

1D array from blocks of unequal size. However, one cannot directly use it with partitioned

2D array, since its blocks are non-contiguous in memory.

To make use of MPI Gatherv, we need to reshape 2D subarrays into a contiguous memory

block, gather them into an auxiliary buffer and then unpack it into the 2D array on the root

process. This buffer and extra arguments for MPI Gatherv can be initialized once and reused

on invocations. The implementation is outlined in Listing 4.

Algorithm 4 Optimized gathering of a distributed 2D array

procedure Gather2D Opt(A) . A — a distributed 2D array

Require: A(ib : ie, jb : je) — elements owned by the current process

Require: allocated recvbuf, sendbuf , filled recvcnts, displs

if myrank = 0 then

MPI Gatherv(MPI IN PLACE, 0, recvbuf, recvcnts, displs, tag, comm)

for rank = 1, . . . , nprocs− 1 do

i′b, i
′
e, j
′
b, j
′
e ← Domain(rank) . elements owned by rank

A(i′b : i′e, j
′
b : j′e)← Unpack2D(rank, recvbuf)

end for

else

sendbuf ← Pack2D(myrank, A(ib : ie, jb : je))

MPI Gatherv(sendbuf, sendcount, · · · , tag, comm)

end if

end procedure

The Pack2D and Unpack2D are auxiliary routines that convert between 2D and 1D in

native Fortran column-major order.

4. Results

4.1. INMCM6M
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Figure 5. INMCM6M running wall time against the number of MPI processes for the atmosphere

component after output data gathering was optimized
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After optimizing gathering of both 3D and 2D arrays the total model running time on

Cray XC40-LC reduced significantly, see Fig. 5. Gathering data is not a bottleneck anymore and

output is bound by writing time now.

Let us discuss how different optimizations affect the gathering time for each type of the

output.

4.1.1. Optimization of 3D output gathering

Optimization of 3D output was done by replacing looped Gather2D by Gather3D version,

as shown in Listing 3. After this optimization the total gathering time of 3D fields reduced.

Figure 6 demonstrates that on Cray XC40-LC the reduction was nearly 103 times, while on

the INM RAS cluster it was only about 3–4 times. Total 3D gathering time was reduced below

10 seconds on both systems and does not exceed 2 % of the total running time.

It is worth noting that not only the gathering time was reduced, but also its asymptotic

behavior changed: for Cray XC40-LC it dropped from O(nproc2) to sublinear and for INM RAS

cluster it dropped from approximately linear to approximately O(
√
nproc).
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Figure 6. INMCM6M optimized 3D output gathering time against the number of MPI processes

for the atmosphere component

4.1.2. Optimization of 2D output gathering

The timings for 2D output gathering are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For Cray XC40-LC

the Gather2D Opt which is based on MPI Gatherv demonstrates outstanding gathering

time drop for more than two orders of magnitude, reducing total 2D gathering time below

10 seconds. For INM RAS cluster there also is some improvement, but not so remarkable.

The optimized version of 2D gathering code has approximately equal performance both on

Cray XC40-LC and INM RAS cluster, with the latter being a little bit faster, probably due to

its smaller size and simpler interconnect topology.

The MPI Gatherv based optimization of Gather2D was the first we have tried. Since

MPI Gatherv cannot be used with heterogeneous derived types, this implementation internally

relies on manual packing. To study which part of the implementation is responsible for the

speedup, we considered two additional implementations:

• Gather2D nonblocking – similar to Gather2D, but using MPI Irecv and

MPI Waitall instead of sequential MPI Recv;
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Figure 7. INMCM6M 2D output gathering time against the number of MPI processes for the

atmosphere component on Cray XC40-LC. Note, that total time axis is in logarithmic scale
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Figure 8. INMCM6M 2D output gathering time against the number of MPI processes for the

atmosphere component on INM RAS cluster

• Gather2D manual packing – similar to Gather2D Opt except that it uses

MPI Send, MPI Irecv and MPI Waitall instead of MPI Gatherv and uses the

same manual packing and unpacking routines Pack2D, Unpack2D instead of derived

MPI types.

The idea behind Gather2D nonblocking is that messages could be processed in arriving

order and not in rank order as in Gather2D. However, this implementation showed itself even

worse when the number of processes was large and gave only minuscule improvement for small

number of processes.

The Gather2D manual packing allows to eliminate any possible overhead associated

with derived MPI types, for example, committing and freeing them each time we send or receive

a message, or reallocating additional buffers in MPI library implementation. This version indeed

showed some speedup, especially for dxy output, but still was two orders of magnitude slower

than MPI Gatherv.
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We believe that outstanding MPI Gatherv performance is explained by using topology-

aware gathering strategy. While in INM RAS cluster all nodes are connected via a single Infini-

Band commutator, the Cray XC40-LC has complex interconnect architecture arising from its

size. Hence, topology-aware algorithm does not significantly improve gathering performance on

INM RAS cluster, but is crucial for large HPC systems like Cray XC40-LC.

4.2. INMCM6LM

The results for INMCM6LM are consistent with INMCM6M except for the relative fractions

of time spent for work, gather and write parts. Figure 9 shows the effect of output gathering

optimization in INMCM6LM.
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Figure 9. INMCM6LM running wall time and gathering time against the number of MPI pro-

cesses for the atmosphere component after optimization

For the INMCM6LM version the fraction of time spent in write is greater that for the

INMCM6M version. For example, when using 240 MPI processes in atmosphere with optimized

gathers on Cray XC40-LC, INMCM6M spends 3.8 % of wall time in write while INMCM6LM

spends 5.2 %. And for INM RAS cluster write takes three times longer due to less efficient file

system. Therefore optimizing write performance is more important for INMCM6LM than for

INMCM6M and for INM RAS cluster than for Cray XC40-LC.

Conclusion

Investigating the reasons behind INMCM6M slowdown on Cray XC40-LC with enabled

daily data output we found a problem in distributed array gathering implementation. The naive

algorithm that worked almost flawlessly for years on different HPC systems became a serious

bottleneck when the model was ported to Cray XC40-LC.

For 3D data it was sufficient to replace repeated 2D gatherings with an implementation that

sends all vertical levels at once. For 2D data the only way to overcome the bottleneck was to

adapt an appropriate collective routine MPI Gatherv from Cray’s MPI library. We believe the

huge performance difference is explained by a topology-aware algorithm used in the MPI library

implementation. This leads to a conclusion that existing library collective operations should be

preferred over the custom ones. The library versions guarantee some uniform performance across

different HPC systems, while custom implementations might suddenly break after porting to a

new system.
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After the problem with data gathering is fixed, the next output bottleneck is serial data

writing itself. Our future work is focused on switching to parallel data input and output. And

though this is a reasonable thing to do on a distributed file system like Lustre on Cray XC40-LC,

it is hard to tell in advance whether it would speed up output on HPC systems with a shared

network drive, like INM RAS cluster.
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